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 Dr Who Smilers 

Royal Mail has released a press release on 26th December giving details of the 
forthcoming Dr Who stamps due for issue on 26th March 2013.  Ian Billings has a great 
write-up on the issue, detailing the various goodies on offer but notable amongst them 
and of interest to Smilers collectors is a new generic Smilers sheet and a customised 
version which will be available from the same day. 

   

You can read all about the issue in all its glory at the Norvic BLOG page but here's a 
quick look at the two new Smilers sheets (sorry images not very good and will try and get 
better ones in the New Year. (30/12) 

 Smilers By Post  

Royal Mail have been distributing their latest Smilers Leaflet with their Christmas Gifts 
catalogue, we knew it was in production but had not seen it/aware that it was actually 
available.  It will no doubt be Easter before it appears in Post Offices so if you want to 
look out for one, this is what to look for. (19/12) 

  

 



 He's Behind You ........  

Terry Mitchell from Bletchley Park Post Office has informed me of a new Themed Smilers 
sheet produced by the Park in conjunction with Milton Keynes Theatre and issued to 
promote the MK Theatre production of Cinderella. 

 

Released on 12th December by Bletchley Park Post Office in conjunction with the MK 
Theatre, the sheet was primarily intended for cast members and crew but they have 
allowed BPPO to offer a few to collectors. It features Louie Spence, Anna Williamson, 
Kevin Orkian and Denise Pearson - the stars of Cinderella, the 2012 Pantomime at Milton 
Keynes Theatre. With 50 sheets produced overall, should be in high demand. (29/11) 

 London Boat Show 2006 

Cast your mind back to January 2006,  In the previous November, just seven years ago 
this month, Royal Mail released their first definitive sized self-adhesive stamp sheets. 
Hello, Union Flag etc., which happily are still with us.  January 2006 saw one of the very 
first Smilers Booths being put into operation by Royal Mail at the London Boat Show, held 
at Earls Court.  In my catalogue on page 5-11 I illustrate the two themed sheets produced 
by Royal Mail with overprinted borders which probably can be said to have kick-started 
the whole themed sheet collectible chapter. At the time these sheets had been difficult to 
get hold of and commanded a high price on eBay exchanging hands for £200-300 a pair 
(TS-036 and TS-037). This fuelled collector interest and a number of other similar sheets 
followed, the rest as they say is history. 

In my Catalogue I refer to the possibility of a rarer variety made up of alternating photo 
images and show logos. I heard about this sheet from one of the Royal Mail staff who 
was manning the Booth at the time but I have to confess that at the time I had not seen 
an image of the sheet. Robert McRitchie has now kindly filled that gap and provided an 



image of these rarer versions of this themed Smilers sheet and I am happy to be able to 
share this with you now. (29/11) 

 

 Business Sheet Update 

Two further Customised Business Sheets have been spotted in the press. The first from 
Benham featuring The Saga Ruby, commemorating it's final round-the-world cruise. The 
second is a Remembrance-themed business sheet from Adrian Bradbury featuring the 
War Horse from The Great War (now issued). In addition to being History of Britain Sheet 
No. 90 the sheet is also numbered The Great War Sheet No. 1 indicating that this may be 
the first of a series featuring he Great War. (28/11) 

    



 Royal Mail/Post Office Christmas Shop - Camden Market  

Recently, we received information from a number of readers concerning a Smilers Booth  
at a special Christmas Post Shop located at Camden Market in London.  We made 
contact with "our man" on the inside and this is what he had to say.  It makes interesting 
reading for all us Smilers fans ... 

"After the Olympics we changed the production of Instant Smilers from the 
DSLR/laptop/Photobooth setup to an iPad using a Royal Mail commissioned app. No loss 
of quality but a huge improvement in usability and reduction in costs. The public app can 
be found in the App Store under Smilers HD. The one I use is a modified version that 
outputs to a local printer. 

This system was used successfully at the 3 conference locations of Brighton (LibDems), 
Manchester (Labour) and Birmingham (Tories). The Smilers were used to generate 
donations to Royal Mail's partner charity Prostate Cancer UK. We used the Olympic 1st 
class and Union Flag 1st class issues at these venues. Only half sheets were printed. 

The popup Post Office at Camden Market has a Smilers area and is operated by the 
staff. We are using the Christmas 1st class half sheet. There's also 2 Post and Go 
machines installed. 

We may be returning to Stampex with the new kit and as soon as I know for sure I'll give 
you the heads up." 

So it seems that Royal Mail are making a renewed effort to market their Smilers product 
line with recent visits to Brighton, Manchester and Birmingham and now Camden, 
London.  Ian Billings was one of the folks that gave me the heads up, a lead he had 
received from one of his contributors, and he has provided me with some images of the 
Brighton LibDem Smilers which may be of interest to readers. As you can see they were 
sold in a special folder and the cost included a donation to the Prostate Cancer UK.   
What a pity we missed them at the time! 

 



.... and so the road-show moved on to Camden Market!  Royal Mail in conjunction with 
the Post Office have set up a temporary Christmas Post Shop which will be in operation 
between the 16th November and 24th December at Camden Market and is selling all 
sorts of Christmas stationary and wrapping including it would seem instant Smilers. The 
Post Shop was being promoted on a flyer that was circulating at the Post Shop. 

          

As mentioned in our correspondent's e-mail,  at least the Christmas 1st class sheet will 
be available at the Camden Market facility although from the flyer it would appear other 
denominations may also be available. We have also been advised that at the venue there 
is an image of the Tower of London which is being used as a backdrop image for the 
instant photos appearing on the Smilers sheets. Here is a glimpse of that backdrop. 

 



Finally the news that Smilers may be seeing a return to STAMPEX in the New Year will 
give us all something to look forward to over the festive period.  I should also mention that 
at the Christmas Post Shop are two new Hytech machines dispensing Post and Go 
labels and if this is of interest to you be sure to read Ian Billing's Blog spot where further 
information on the Post and Go labels is available.   My thanks to Dave, Richard, Keith, 
Robert, John and others, for their valued contributions to the above. (23/11) 

 Early Christmas Present from Adrian Bradbury  

Adrian has got the season-of-good-will off to a flying start by supplying his regular 
customers with his latest customised stamp sheet - completely free of charge! In an 
unexpected (but very welcome) personal communication, Adrian wrote to all his regular 
customers advising that "the sheet will shortly be sent to you FREE of charge as a thank 
you for ordering all of my History of Britain stamp sheets which have been issued during 
2012". 

 

Adrian's latest sheet features King George III and is No. 86 in his History of Britain stamp 
sheet series.  I am sure his regular customers would wish to join me in thanking Adrian for 
this very kind and generous offer, it is most appreciated.  The sheet will shortly be available 
from Adrian's website at www.bfdc.co.uk      



 Business Sheet Update   

Benham's latest business customised stamp sheet - British Locomotives, Salute to the 
Military - has been released featuring a mix of military and railway themes, aimed (one 
assumes) more at the thematic collector than the Smilers purist! Another sheet 
announced recently from Buckingham also appears to be aimed at the railway thematic 
collectors amongst us but this time going Underground! 

 

2013 is the 150th Anniversary of London's Underground railway system and 
Buckingham are proposing to celebrate this event with a business sheet featuring 10 x 
1st class Big Bang stamps - oh dear! (16/11) 

 Christmas Smilers have arrived! 

I am pleased to be able to confirm that my Christmas Smilers Sheets have arrived and 
are now available to order at £200 a set of four A4 sheets including special delivery and 
secure packing (ouch!). Please drop me an e-mail if you would like to order/reserve a set. 
The stamps from these sheets are of course different than the counter stamps, having 
been printed in Litho by Cartor as opposed to the counter sheet versions which are 
printed by De La Rue Security Print in Gravure. 

       



       

What a pity Royal Mail do not put as much thought and effort into the production of these 
sheets as their designers do!   The designs are fine, no complaints there,  but as you can 
see from the images, the Royal Mail customer order reference numbers have been 
printed horizontally in the illustrated borders rather than in the white vertical boxes 
provided in at least some of the sheets.  If these sheets had been produced by a quality 
organization one would have no hesitation in sending them back and asking them politely 
to reprint them. Enough said .... (15/11) 

 Elm Park 2012 Christmas Smilers - Last One!   

The Elm Park Regeneration Committee have advised that their last ever personalised 
Smilers stamps will be released on 24th November in time for local shoppers and 
collectors to grab the last ever Elm Park Smilers in time for Christmas mail. Whilst we do 
not have a sheet image we have been supplied with a label design and this has a 
distinctive London Olympic theme so they may be planning a sheet using the Olympic 
Stamp Sheet! 

 

In a press statement dated 11th November the committee writes .... 

The Elm Park Regeneration Partnership has announced that the Christmas 2012 stamp 
will be the last in its series. Rising production costs means that it is no longer 



commercially viable, despite the innovative stamp designs being popular amongst 
philatelists. 

The limited edition stamps began in 2006 to mark Elm Park's Fiesta event and separate 
designs have been on sale to coincide with bi-annual Elm Park events after that. 
Treasurer, Tina Death said 

"This is not a decision we took lightly. Our primary aim is to instil a measure of pride in 
Elm Park through the sale of our bespoke merchandise and to the best of our knowledge; 
we are the only town in the UK that has its very own first class Royal Mail stamps. The 
stamp has been an unprecedented success for the town centre. Our first series caused a 
sensation on eBay as full sheets were being sold for £600 each. We expect interest to be 
high in light of this announcement." 

Elm Park Stamps go on sale on Saturday 24th November 2012 at Elm Park Florists, in 
Station Parade, Elm Park.  They have also supplied me with a neat slide of all of their 
popular stamp label images from 2006 until the summer of 2012. 

 

Royal Mail take note: A case of killing the goose that laid the Golden Egg me thinks!  
That would be the Christmas Goose then!! (12/11) 

 New Isle of Man Customised Stamp Sheets  

Adrian Bradbury has been working with the Isle of Man Postal Authority and produced 
another fine customised stamp sheet, this time commemorating the Centenary of the 



Royal Flying Corps. The sheet is from a limited printing of 275 sheets and is available 
now for purchase from Adrian,  priced £50, including p+p. 

 

In addition, a number of new sheets have been issued during the past year or so which 
had escaped my attention and I am working on updating the listing to reflect these issues. 
They include customised sheets commemorating the Olympics, Mark Cavendish, RMS 
Titanic, the Royal Wedding and Gold Medal Winners. (08/11) 

       



 Circular Smilers - Update  

I have now received confirmation from Royal Mail that there will definitely be no Circular 
Smilers available this year!!   The Snapfish website would appear to be an error on the 
part of Snapfish. RM also tell me that following clarifications with Snapfish they expect the 
option will soon disappear from the Snapfish website.  So as you were, excitement over 
... (08/11)  

 Circular Smilers with 2012 Xmas Stamps?  

Iain MacInnes from Skye writes in that he has discovered that Snapfish are offering the 
2012 1st Class Xmas stamp with Circular Labels, a hitherto unknown format available 
with this years Stamps!! 

 

I have written to Royal Mail and requested clarification as to which formats are available 
for order and via which which route and hopefully will have a fuller answer for you in a 
few days.  Keep Smiling!  (08/12) 

 Bletchley Park Post Office - Autographed Themed Sheet News  

Terry Mitchell from Bletchley Park Post Office has advised that they are selling a new 
customised Smilers sheets featuring Cleo Lane on the occasion of her 85th Birthday. The 
sheet which will be available from the 28th October 2012 and is currently being signed by 



the famed jazz singer, a framed copy of which will be presented (presumably to the said 
famed jazz singer) at a special concert to be held at The Stables. 

 

From a printing of 100 copies these are available now from BPPO priced £50 for a sheet 
of 20 stamps/labels. The sheet will be signed twice so purchasers may split them if they 
require. (24/10) 

 New Royal Mail iPad/iPhone/Android Smilers Application  

Peter Williams has written in and brought to my attention an article that appeared in a 
recent edition of the Philatelic Bulletin which quietly announced the arrival of a new Royal 
Mail iPad/iPhone Application that can be used on-the-go to order Smilers Sheets from 
Royal Mail - it's now called Smilers HD - and it can be used with either an instant photo 
or one the user has saved on their device.  Watch a YouTube video of its functionality by 
clicking on either of the following images..... http://youtu.be/XY0hZIQPZas 

   



Perhaps the most impressive thing about the new App is not the application itself, but 
rather that Royal Mail appear to have made available the Olympic/Paralympic Smilers 
via this Application!   At least, both stamps are shown on the choice of stamps available 
and given that neither stamp is available via either SnapFish or Royal Mail's own on-line 
Smilers page this would seem the only way to get a pair of these hitherto rare sheets.  Of 
course, it will cost you c. £600, or so, to first buy an iPhone or an iPad but thereafter the 
stamp sheets themselves will be as cheap as chips!! (20/10) 

UPDATE 

I have received confirmation earlier today from Royal Mail that the Olympic 
Personalised Stamp Sheets will be on sale until the end of the year.  Tony Devine from 
Royal Mail writes: 

"Apparently, our London2012 licence did not extend to Snapfish and we / they were not 
authorised to sell the Olympic generic sheets through that channel. This was not ideal but 
was a contractual requirement that we had to adhere to.  With the App going live 
customers can now access the Olympic Sheets in the following ways:  

• By downloading the Apple App 
• By downloading the Android App 
• By emailing an application through to Tallents House 
• By posting an application through to Tallents House 

From a Customer Experience perspective we would naturally prefer a common and 
consistent product offer across all our channels but this is a licence restriction that we 
have to work within." 

I have also had it clarified that the mail application form is not yet available but I have 
been promised a copy and as soon as I receive it I will share here. (23/10) 

 Liz and Phil's 65th  

Buckingham Covers have issued details about a brand new Business Stamp Sheet 
commemorating the 65th Wedding Anniversary of HRH Her Majesty The Queen and 
Prince Phillip. Pity all the label images are the same photo! (20/10) 

 



 2013 Customised Stamp Sheet Programme  

2013 looks to be an interesting year for collectors of Customised Stamp Sheets in all their 
guises. The following stamp sheets are currently under consideration by Royal Mail. 
(15/10) 

• 7 February Generic Smilers Sheet - Chinese New Year - The Year of the Snake  
• 26 March - Classic TV themed generic and personalised Smilers (further details awaited)  
• 10 May Royal Mail Exhibition Generic Smilers -  Australian International Stamp Expo 
• 2 August - Royal Mail Exhibition Generic Smilers - Bangkok 2013 Stamp Expo 
• 19 Sep - Commemorative Sheet - 150th Anniv. of the Birth of Bertram Mackennal 
• 3 Nov - Christmas 2013 - generic and personalised Smilers (further details awaited) 
 

 Notts County FC Commemorative Sheet  

Royal Mail has now released a publicity image of the Notts County FC Commemorative 
Sheet planned for 8 November 2012. The Commemorative Sheet celebrates the 150th 
anniversary of the world's oldest football league club. Including key facts and figures 
about Notts County and featuring notable past players and managers, the 
Commemorative Sheet contains a wealth of images and fascinating stories about the club 
since its formation in 1862. It also explains the historic relationship Notts County has with 
the current Serie A champions, Juventus. Individually numbered from a limited edition of 
10,000 sheets. The sheet retails at £14.95 from Royal Mail or £25 from us, inclusive of 
post and packing. (15/10) 

 



 Pick up Penguin... and a Reindeer .... and a Snowman.... 

At this time of the year our thoughts turn to all things Christmas including Christmas 
Stamps and Smilers and Royal Mail have obliged and released publicity images 
(apologies for poor quality) of their plans for the 2012 Christmas issue. 

The Generic Smilers sheet, due to be issued on 6 November priced £13.10, consists of 8 
x 2nd Class, 8 x 1st Class, 2 x 87p and 2 x £1.28 stamps with labels illustrated with 
presents. These are set within a decorative frame featuring Santa distributing presents 
from his sleigh above a snowy landscape. 

 

On the same day Royal Mail will be issuing four different Smilers sheet varieties in their 
personalised stamp sheet range.  Unusually, they have the customers order reference 
number box running vertically in the left hand margin of the sheet. It's time Royal Mail 
reviewed their policy of including these white boxes in their sheet design, it really adds 
nothing to the artistic quality of the sheets and with a little imagine I feel sure could be 
done away with completely.  

    



   

The following sheet options will be made available as standard: 

20 x 2nd class : A4 sized sheet priced at £13.99 per sheet (£3.99 premium over face) 

10 x 1st class : A5 sized sheet priced at £9.99 per half sheet (£3.99 premium over face) 

20 x 1st class : A4 sized sheet priced £18.25 per sheet (£6.25 premium over face) 

10 x 87p : A5 sized sheet priced at £13.55 per half sheet (£4.85 premium over face) 

10 x £1.28 : A5 sized sheet priced at £18.50 per half sheet (£5.70 premium over face) 

The last two denominations are not normally sold in full sheets of 20, but in past years if 
you ordered two or more sheets of these denominations and asked nicely at Tallants 
House they would mail your sheets intact (i.e. full A4 size). The 2nd and 1st class values 
will probably be available direct from Snapfish website, for other denominations requests 
will probably have to be sent to Tallants House. 

We will again be offering sets of four complete sheets of 20 stamps/labels using our 
traditional  label design and, subject to Royal Mail supplying these,  we should have 
these available for shipment around mid-November, priced £200 a set inclusive of 
delivery. If you wish to reserve a set please e-mail me to confirm. (10/06) 

 New Varieties turn up on Olympic Gold Medal Sheets  

Previously I had noted a couple of printing varieties which had appeared on eBay and 
worthy of note. A couple more have turned up and given the printing process,  I am sure 
more will turn up in due course. 

There seems to be two types of error. The first type of error is due to to a misalignment of 
the litho sheets during the digital printing process resulting in shifts of the digital printing. 
Perhaps the best example seen of this seen to date is the Jade Jones sheet although 
there are also lesser shifts seen on at least two other sheets.   

The second type of error is due to the colour printing process itself, causing notable  
shade differences between different printing batches.  It may be worth looking at your 
collection to spot the differences, which may not always be obvious at first glance.  
(06/10) 



UPDATE 

Glenn Morgan has e-mailed me to update (and correct) my comments on printing 
methods used to produce these Gold Medal Winners stamps. Glenn writes... 

"Re your latest Olympics posting, be aware that the TOTAL printing process was offset-
lithography there was NO digital overprinting of the base stock. 

OK, so this flies in the face of what Royal Mail initially announced to the media, but I can 
100% confirm that there was no digital printing presses involved in production, only litho 
for the base stock and for the overprint. 

Note also that the base stock was not printed at Walsall in England, but at Cartor in 
France, as Walsall has no litho capacity only gravure. This was also confirmed by one of 
the six secret printers who announced on a blog that the stock had "arrived from France. 

The Base stock sheets would have been put in the sheet stacker and run through the four 
colour litho press in much the same way as if the sheets had no earlier inks on them, ie 
as if it was blank paper being printed on. 

I suspect that you are right in that the error sheets must have slipped while passing 
through the press. These issued error sheets could be make-ready sheets produced 
while the press was getting up to speed that escaped the checking process, or could 
have been printed at anytime during the print run. 

Had the stamps not needed metallic ink, phosphor ink and die-cuts for separation, the 
entire sheet would probably have been printed by the secret printers and the specific 
error in question would not have occurred, as a six colour press would have been used 
ensuring one pass through the press." 

So a very useful contribution from Glenn.  

You can take a look at this process by viewing the Royal Mail promo video uploaded to 
YouTube which shows the sheets being printed. Whether this is representative of what 
actually happened, we may never know. (14/10) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jgnw8HaGLKY 

  



Printing Shifts: 

GMW01 (SG-3342MS) - 5mm printing shift on full sheet - printed at London 

 

GMW22 (SG-3363MS) - 5mm printing shift on Miniature Sheet - Printer unknown 

 

GMW25 (SG-3366MS) - 12mm printing shift on full sheet - printed at Preston 

 

 



Colour Variations: 

GMW01 (SG-3342MS) - Different shades of Yellow - both sheets printed at London 

 

 

 Buckingham's Royal Flying Corp Cover Enigma 

Earlier we had alerted to a change in sheet design adopted for the Buckingham Covers 
Royal Flying Corps stamp sheet issued recently.   Here is the pre-issued artwork and the 
as-issued image. 

     



I recently received a letter from Buckingham Covers asking me to return the 
Commemorative Cover issued by them for this issue as they had inadvertently failed to 
add a King George V 2d stamp and cachet that had been included in the pre-issue 
artwork for this cover.   

     

As I was preparing to return it as requested I noticed a strange thing. The Smilers and 
stamp and label affixed to the cover was not a Smilers stamp as advertised but a 
privately produced label affixed alongside a Union Flag stamp to look like a Smilers 
stamp/label.  To say I was surprised would be an understatement. 

 

So I wrote to Tony Buckingham and asked him how why they had changed the stamp 
design, why they had chosen to use a privately produced label in lieu of a Smilers stamp 
and label and whether they had ever done anything similar before,  because the cover is 
still being advertised as follows: 

Our cover commemorates the centenary of the formation of The Royal Flying 
Corps. It features a stamp and label from our sheet and is postmarked on 13th May 
2012. It also features a two pence stamp and cachet. 



I received a reply from one of Tony's employee's as follows: 

I've been forwarded your email and have looked into the matter for you. I'm afraid 
the sheets themselves were delayed and didn't arrive in time for us to be able to 
use the stamps from them on our covers. As this was the case, all of the covers 
were stuck with the Union Jack stamp and reproduced label as unfortunately we 
didn't have another option. 

I hope that answers your question and apologies that you have been disappointed 
on this occasion. 

Whilst Buckingham have side-stepped the questions of why the change in stamp design 
and whether this has ever happened before (I am still pursuing these so hopefully I can 
update you on their response later this month), I can not accept that this was a credible 
response to this problem. They completely ignored the personalised Smilers service 
which for the price of five personalised stamp sheets would have netted them 100 
stamps/labels for their cover production run.  

What do you think? 

Personally I was quite shocked that a reputable company such as Buckingham Covers 
could take such actions without telling their customers and their response left a number of 
questions unanswered.  But perhaps it is just me feeling somewhat "sold short" on this 
cover (I have since returned it for a full refund). I would like to hear what you think so I 
have posted this article on the Smilers Blog and encourage you to have your say so that 
appropriate feedback can be given directly to Smilers cover producers in general. If we 
do not reject such practices the next step will be home produced Smilers labels and 
stamps!!. (06/10) 

 Universal Mail UK - Update  

I have been taking a fresh look at the Universal Mail UK Tourist Stamps and ensuring I 
have the latest information for an eventual catalogue update and have discovered a 

significant number have been re-printed during the past 12 months. I list below the re-
printed strips,  they are as illustrated in the catalogue except for the printing date on the 

bottom right margin, as illustrated. (03/10) 

Ridgewood Ref. UMUK Ref/Print Date Ridgewood Ref. UMUK Ref/Print Date
UM-001b UK0001 07/11 UM-012a UK0012 03/11 
UM-002b UK0002  07/11 UM-013a UK013 03/11 
UM-003b UK0003  07/11 UM-015a UK014 07/11 
UM-004b UK0004  07/11 UM-016a UK016  07/11 
UM-007b UK0007  07/11 UM-019a UK011  07/11 
UM-011a UK0011 07/11 UM-021a UK019  07/11 



 

I have a few sets of these in stock, priced £5.50 each strip + £1 p+p or £65 for the set of 
12 inclusive of p+p.   Just e-mail me your requirements and subject to on-going 
availability I will dispatch by return. (03/10) 


